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MicroDicom With Key [Win/Mac]
MicroDicom MicroDicom is a software, which would enable you to view, edit, annotate, and print any digital DICOM file, any
time, anywhere. The software can be used for reviewing, diagnosis, and quick medical exams. MicroDicom is free to use and is
easy to use. MicroDicom: Supported DICOM Formats: Windows Mac OS X Sun Linux Subscription Plans: Free
Documentation: Users Manual License: Freeware Compatibility: Windows 2000, XP, 2003, Vista, Win 7, Windows 8 Mac OSX
Operating System: Mac OS X 10.10 Mac OS X 10.9 Mac OS X 10.8 Click here to view the full list of features A Fast View
Open and view DICOM Files from anywhere. No need to sit in front of the computer in order to view them. Hand Grasp The
Mouse pointer looks different in Windows and Mac OS X. In Windows, the mouse pointer looks like a grasp hand. In Mac OS
X, the mouse pointer looks like a hand with thumb. The palms of the hands are customized according to the operating system.
Magnify Magnify can enlarge or reduce the window size of the DICOM. Import/Export Export Files to supported formats.
View and Edit Image View DICOM and add annotations to them. Edit their brightness and contrast. Enhanced User Interface
Completely customizable for the best user experience. Tool Panel Tool Panel lets you add and manage the tools of MicroDicom
quickly. Window Management Automatically aligns the window to the screen content. Finder-like Search Simple, intuitive, and
clear result lists. Window Size Automatically resize the window to the size of the screen content. Thumbnails List Animated
thumbnails for DICOM image types. Resources Menu Invoke help quickly with the help menu. See Sample of Basic Features
here: Full Screen Mode This mode enables you to view and edit DICOM files in full-screen mode. DICOM List This mode
supports different DICOM list view

MicroDicom Crack + Free Download (Latest)
This 2D/3D medical image analysis program supports the DICOM file format. DICOM images are files in a standard format.
MicroDicom Free Download allows you to read and analyze DICOM images. It is used as a tool for medical doctors and
engineers for checking images of various areas, such as heart, lungs, spine and so on. MicroDicom Serial Key Features: * Multiviewing: View DICOM files in 2D, 3D and live and rotate view. * Image switching: Switch views freely and on demand. *
Image Display: Display, save and print DICOM image. * Image Enhancement: Enhance images by changing contrast, brightness
and other settings. * Image Color Threshold: Determine the range of colors on an image and apply a threshold to a specific
range. * Image Autoclicking: Automatically detect the direction of a line and click the line using your mouse cursor. * Image
Selection: Select or delete image elements within an image. * Image Measuring: Measure an image and calculate the size, scale,
distance, etc. * Image Merging: Merge images from several DICOM files into one DICOM file. * Image View: View images
with DICOM format. * Image Export: Export DICOM image to image file, print file and many other formats. * Screenshot:
Take a screenshot image of an area on your computer screen. * Image Capture: Capture an image for use in another application
as a saved image. * Calculator: Enter and save your calculation. * 3D View: Import 3D DICOM and display as 3D images with
the DICOM SDK. * 3D Data Select: Select and display various areas in a 3D DICOM file. * Image Enhance: Enhance images
by changing contrast, brightness and other settings. * Image Color Threshold: Determine the range of colors on an image and
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apply a threshold to a specific range. * Image Autoclicking: Automatically detect the direction of a line and click the line using
your mouse cursor. * Image Selection: Select or delete image elements within an image. * Image Merging: Merge images from
several DICOM files into one DICOM file. * Image View: View images with 6a5afdab4c
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MicroDicom Crack + Free Download
MicroDicom is a free, highly-customizable software suite that enables to view, import, edit, convert and share DICOM files.
For medical usage, MicroDicom provides outstanding features to facilitate analysis of medical images. Key Features: view
DICOM files with high speed and flexibility stunning array of tools for importing, editing, enhancing, analyzing and printing
import and export DICOM files (with image and dynamic metadata) selects and moves segment to point out important areas
converts DICOM files from one version to another easily enhance images with the application's "effects" tool Description:
MicroDicom is an open source program for viewing DICOM files. It combines the convenience of a wide window layout with
enough tools for a deep analysis of medical images. It supports more than 20 bit depths, 360 grayscale levels and 3 color
channels, including a rich palette of colors, and offers up to 32 gradient maps. It is highly customizable, and ships with several
predefined themes, as well as built-in color picker and color palette to allow users to quickly colorize image thumbnails and
windows. It offers a strong export feature, enabling not only to save the file with adjustments you made, but also to send it to
another format with user-defined properties. All images can be printed or saved as PNG, JPG, TIFF and other supported
formats. Graphics and metadata are displayed in Windows PE format. QuickTime QuickTime® Mobile was created by Apple
to provide unparalleled levels of quality for people who want to create great video on the go. QuickTime Mobile is available on
select Apple® devices. Feature Highlights: Record videos and record photos simultaneously, at up to 30 fps Your application
will import, edit, playback, encode and watch from video, audio and still image content Create and edit your own high-quality
videos with a suite of professional quality tools QuickTime Mobile™ has some of the most impressive new features to help you
create amazing videos, including Highlight Reel, video fast forward, video settings, video pan and tilt, adding images, and so
much more The QuickTime Mobile Browser can play video from Internet streaming or local media content. Browsing the web
on your Apple device can be more fun, less annoying, and free! Application The QuickTime Mobile Browser is part of
QuickTime Pro, which is a free

What's New in the MicroDicom?
MicroDicom is a simple and very useful image viewer. It is a highly optimized Mac application that has been created to enhance
your work with medical and scientific images. It is very easy to use. Depending on your needs, it can serve as a simple image
viewer, as well as a previewer and selector. MicroDicom lets you view and load all kinds of files, provide you with an overview
of images stored on your Mac, and much more. With this application, you will be able to create your own, unique and stunning
settings for images displayed on your screen. You can even create single window configurations for every task. If you are an
image analyst, MicroDicom will greatly increase your work efficiency. It has an incredible array of export options. MicroDicom
lets you save each configuration you create to disk in a very easy manner. It is also possible to save the image in a DXF file for
use in other applications. MicroDicom is a flexible, lightweight image viewer. It can also serve as a previewer and selector. It
does not require a huge amount of memory and is designed to run smoothly on all macs. It supports very large images, up to
1024x1024 pixels. Regina is a case-sensitive FTP client, built for the Mac OS X operating system. It allows you to enter and
manage passwords, configure the FTP server, quickly upload and download files from servers, transfer files from one server to
another, view and manage files in folders, rename files and folders, zip and unzip files, download attachments and much more.
Color - Edges is a fast and powerful application for detection and removal of color edge. The application is designed to help you
get rid of those annoying image noise caused by color edges. The application includes a number of powerful filters that allow
you to selectively remove certain colors and shades from images. Raphael is a powerful animation and graphics editor. When it
comes to image creation, the application allows you to create rich images with various animation effects. The application offers
you a number of general tools that allow you to load, save, and edit images in a variety of formats. It is possible to manage the
drawing tools, choose colors, add blurs, and perform other actions. Display is a simple and fast application for showing pictures,
PDF and image files in the background of the Mac OS X desktop. This application gives you the ability to keep your workspace
clean, by covering the monitor
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System Requirements For MicroDicom:
Proper operation requires a 64 bit Windows 7 or later operating system. 64 bit Windows is only required to run the game on a
single processor. Windows Vista and Windows Server 2008 are not supported by this version of Half-Life 2 Game Edition.
Framerate may be slower on certain graphics cards, especially Nvidia 3D series Disc version of Half-Life 2: Episode 2 also
requires a DVD drive At least 500 MB of free space on the hard drive Half-Life 2: Episode 2 requires a DirectX 9.0 or
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